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Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas main theme Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas n is a video game
developed by Rockstar North and released by Rockstar on October 26, 2004. It is the twelfth part of

the series. The player will once again play as Trevor Jackson, who returns to the fashion label in
order to find a vaccine against cancer. The game begins with Trevor eavesdropping on his father's

conversation about a vaccine. Reverend Jackson wants Trevor's niece, Amelia Jackson, to look for a
vaccine, but he himself will be forced to complete another task promised to him by his recently
deceased father. Later, Trevor meets mob boss Mo who offers to free his daughter, Julia, who is

imprisoned in the local jail. Unaware of Moe's plans, Trevor visits his father's native places, where
his best childhood friend, as well as his mother, die in his house. Ironically, Trevor's girlfriend Gina

Greer remains in the house. After recovering, she tells Trevor that her name is Amelia Greer and
that she is in fact the daughter of Jack and Gina. Meanwhile, in prison in a secret laboratory,

experiments begin on prisoners for their "guinea pig" - the son of Jack.Trevor decides to snatch
Gina from the clutches of the mafia, and he succeeds. With the help of Julia, who is attached to

him, he flies away by helicopter to complete Moe's last task, but before that he manages to find an
antidote in one of the houses. Partners, led by Trevor, find out that the mafia wants to take

possession of the vaccine, and go in search of it. Their path passes through an essentially abandoned
city, where they stumble upon armed opponents. Together with Gina, they put up resistance, during
which Trevor has to seriously injure his partner, and even kill him during the fight. They then travel

to Phoenix, where Trevor learns that his brother Tom was killed in an accident. Afterwards, they
drive Jonah's SUV to Jack's house, only to find Jack's corpse inside. During the shootout, Trevor

kills Gina and Jack himself is arrested. In quarantine, Jack explains to the Trevors that his daughter
Amelia volunteered to help him. They stop for the night by the lake. In this area, Jack is a celebrity.

The hero finds out
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